
 

 

Spring Fling Modern Baby Quilt Pattern 
 

 
 

Thank you for purchasing this pattern!  I have included several 
reference steps that are meant for beginners, but in case you are 
a more intermediate sewer I’ve included a table of contents on the 
next page so you can skip forward.  As always feel free to contact 

me with any questions! 
 

-Allison Harris 
cluckclucksew@gmail.com 
www.cluckclucksew.com 

 
 

Please do not share or copy any part of this pattern.  Please do feel free to sell products 
made with this pattern, but no mass manufacturing.  Thank you! 
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Materials Needed: 
 

Tools: 
• rotary cutter &  self healing cutting mat 
• cutting ruler ( I use a 6”x 24”) 
• iron & ironing board 
• straight pins 
• basting pins ( large safety pins) 
• thread ( I prefer Glutterman or Mettler) 
• a sewing machine with attachable free motion quilting foot 

(or darning foot), make sure you can lower the feed dogs 
on your machine. 

 
        Fabric:  

• For center squares: ¼ yard or (12) 4’’ squares of 
coordinating prints.  

• For inner borders: 1/3 yard or (12) strips of coordinating 
fabrics 1.75” x 21”.  (You can cut 2 inner borders from one 
strip that is the length of the fabric - 45”) 

• For outer borders: 3/4” yard or (12) strips of coordinating 
fabrics 2.75” x 35”.   

• Sashing fabric: ¾ yard total 
• Batting: 1 ½ yards ( 42” x 53” piece) 
• Backing: 1 ½ yards 
• Binding: 1/2 yard (or at least 13”) 

 
*** If you are fussy cutting (cutting out certain portions of the 
fabrics) you may need more yardage.   The total yardage 
estimates given are if 
you are NOT fussy 
cutting.  

 



 

 

 
Choosing & Buying Fabrics: 

 
•  When I am 

choosing fabrics, 
I start with my 
biggest prints 
first and then 
choose colors 
and smaller 
prints that 
coordinate such 
as small florals, 
polka dots, 
stripes, and 

solids.   
 

• For this quilt I recommend choosing your center square fabrics 
first, and then finding coordinating prints. Keep in mind when 
choosing your outer border fabrics that your sashing will be white 
(or whatever color you choose) so you don’t want too much white 
in the outer fabrics.  
 

• I don’t pre-wash my fabrics unless I buy them at a discount fabric 
store (like Joann’s or Hobby Lobby) or if they are dark colors such 
as red, black, brown or navy blue.  “Cheaper” fabrics tend to shrink 
more and aren’t color treated as well to prevent bleeding.  
Washing also removes the starch from the fabrics, making them 
harder to cut and sew with.  

 
• Batting should be a cotton/polyester blend such as Warm and 

Natural (available at Joann’s) or a 100% cotton.  Warm & Natural 
battings also come in a white version which is great for quilt tops 
with a lot of white fabric, and a thermally bonded version that 
makes the surface of the batting slightly tacky.  The latter is called 
Warm & Bond and makes basting and quilting very easy even 
without pinning a lot.  I highly recommend this batting if you are 
just starting out or doing a large quilt.   

 
 



 

 

• If you don’t live near a lot of quilt shops like me, here are some 
online shops that I have used and recommend.  

- www.thefatquartershop.com 
- www.pinkchalkfabrics.com 
- www.fabric.com 
- www.fabricworm.com 
- www.fabritopia.com 
- downshadowlane.etsy.com 
- moderngirlsfabrics.etsy.com 

 
*** The fabrics in the photo above are by Amy Butler, Sandi Henderson, Heather 

Bailey & various Moda designers.   
 

Cutting out your fabric: 
 

• For Each Block:    
     - center fabric: cut (1) 4” square 
     - inner border fabric: (2) 1.75” x 4” strips 

                                           (2) 1.75” x 6.5” strips 
     - outer border fabric: (2) 2.75” x 6.5” strips 

                                           (2) 2.75” x 11” strips 
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• Sashing fabric:  
          - cut (8) 2” x 10.5” strips 
          - cut (3) 2” strips the length of the fabric (45”).  

            - cut (5) 2.5” strips the length of the fabric (45”) These will be the quilt 
borders. These strips have the extra .5” width to account for the 
binding.  

 
• Binding:  Cut (5) 2.5” strips the length of the fabric.  

 
 
 
Organize Block Pieces: 
 
• Layout your block pieces & organize them into blocks.  I do this 

by laying the pieces for each block on a piece of paper.  That 
way when I get ready to sew them together I can stack the 
papers on top of each other and I don’t get the fabric pieces 
mixed up.  

 

 
 

 



 

 

Basic Patchwork Tips: 
 
• Use a ¼” inseam.  The presser foot that comes on most 

machines is actually 1/16” or so larger than ¼”, so your finished 
blocks may be up to ½” smaller.  If you don’t have an exact ¼” 
foot, you can move the needle over 1-2 spaces to the right to 
account for the difference.  Be sure to measure the seam 
allowance on your machine if your not sure.   

 
• I press all my seams to the side.  Usually to the darker fabric.  

The only times I press my seams open is when I’m making a 
quilt with a lot of triangles.  Then pressing my seams open 
reduces bulk.   

 
• Since you will cross over all the previous stitch lines when 

making these blocks, you don’t need to backstitch at the start 
and stop of each seam.   

 
Sewing the Blocks Together: 
 

 



 

 

• Sew blocks together in the following order (pictured above): 
 

1. Sew the 4” sides of the inner border to the center square, right 
sides together & press seams away from the center. 

2. Sew the 6.5” top & bottom inner borders to the center & press. 
3. Sew the 6.5” sides of the outer borders & press.  
4. Sew the 11” top & bottom of the outer borders & press. 
 

•     Square up your blocks 
to 10.5” square. Your 
finished blocks before 
squaring should be 11” 
depending on your exact 
seam allowance.  
Measure & cut carefully! 

 

 
Layout your blocks 
 

 
• Make sure darks & bright 

colors are separated.   
• Try not to put the same 

fabrics next to each other.  
• After you think you have a 

layout you like, step back and 
look at it from far away to see 
if the colors that catch your 
eye are spaced well enough. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

Assembling the Quilt Top 
 

  Now that you have your 
blocks done, we’ll add the 

sashing & sew the top 
together. Take the time to pin 

& sew your sashings well.  
Being off even just a tiny bit 
can really impact how your 
finished quilt top will look. 

    

 
• First grab your (8) 10.5” strips.  These will be the vertical strips 
 in between the blocks.   
• Each of the 4 rows will use 2 of these 10.5” strips.   
• Sew one strip in between each block, so your rows should be 
 sewn in the order of…. block, strip, block, strip, block.  

 
 
 
 

Once your rows are 
sewn, keep them in order 

of how you had them 
previously laid out.  Now 

we will sew the horizontal 
strips in between the 

rows.   
 
 
 

 



 

 

• Grab your (3) 2” x 45” (the length of the fabric) sashing strips.   
• Sew one strip to the bottom of the 1st row & press.  Cut off the 

excess.  
• Now you are going to pin your 2nd row of blocks to the 

horizontal sashing strip.  Make sure you pin it well where the 
blocks  & vertical sashings meet.  See pictures below.   

 

 
 

• Sew the 2nd row to the sashing strip, slightly stretching or 
pushing the fabric to make your blocks line up perfectly. Press, 
then open it up to make sure all of your blocks are aligned.  If 
they are still off a lot, you may want to unpick and sew it over.  I 
also find it helpful to check my alignment as I sew, so if I have 
to unpick it I at least only have a small portion to unpick. 

 
• Continue sewing the horizontal sashings between the 

remaining rows. Again, be careful to match the blocks and 
vertical sashing pieces when you pin. 

 
• The order from top of quilt to bottom should then be block, 

sashing, block, sashing, block, sashing & block.  (see pic of 
quilt top above) 

 
 
 



 

 

Now we’ll prepare & sew on the borders. 
 

• First you’ll need to take one of the (5) 2.5” strips and cut it in 
half.  Now sew one half to two of your strips, so you’re side 
strips will be long enough.  Press seams. 

• Sew your side borders (now the longer strips) on first.  Cut off 
the excess, and press.  I press these borders to the outside 
instead of towards the blocks because it’s usually much easier 
and lays flatter.   

• Sew on the top and bottom borders, cut off the excess at the 
edge making sure to make your corner nice and square.   

• Press the borders.   
 

 
 

Now your quilt top is done!!! 



 

 

Basting the quilt 
 
 “Basting” the quilt refers to making a quilt sandwich of backing, 
batting, and your quilt top.  This is probably the most important step in 
making your quilt, because if it’s not done correctly it can ruin your 
quilt no matter how good you are at quilting!  Take the time to make it 
as perfect as you can, and if it takes you a couple of times that’s ok.  
There are lots of ways to baste a quilt, but the following is the way 
I’ve done all of my quilts and it works great whether the quilt is large 
or small.   
 

• First lay out your piece of batting, you’ll trim it to size later. 
• Lay your pressed quilt top over the batting, smoothing out all 

the wrinkles.   
• Trim the batting with scissors, leaving a 2” border of batting 

around the quilt top.   
• Roll your batting/ quilt top up from the bottom up.   
 

 
 
 



 

 

• Press your backing fabric.   
• Lay your backing fabric on a table or hard floor and tape the 

edges taut with masking tape.  Make sure there are no wrinkles 
or folds in your backing.   

• Lay your batting roll down on the top end of your backing fabric.  
Slowly unroll the batting, gently smoothing the fabric with your 
hands as you unroll.  Be careful not to stretch your quilt top. 

 

 
 
• After you’ve unrolled all your batting & quilt top, smooth out any 

wrinkles with your hands until it looks and feels smooth.   
• Using your basting pins, pin the quilt sandwich every 6-8”, 

making sure you catch all layers with your pins.  If you’re new to 
free motion quilting you may want to use extra pins the first few 
times, really focusing on the edges and center. 

 



 

 

 
 
• Trim any excess backing material, making sure to again leave 

2-3” excess around the quilt top.   
• Flip the quilt over and make sure there are no large wrinkles or 

tucks in the backing fabric.  If there are, remove the pins and 
smooth them out before you start quilting.   

• After your finished basting & trimming, roll up your quilt top on 
either side to prepare for quilting, or you can lay it flat until 
you’re ready to quilt it.   

 



 

 

Free Motion Quilting 
 
 Free motion quilting refers to moving the quilt sandwich under the 
foot, creating a quilting pattern.  It holds the quilt sandwich together, and 
can increase the durability and longevity of your quilt.  Free motion can be 
frustrating to learn if you’re a beginner, but if you have patience & practice 
a lot you’ll soon be a free motion pro!   
 

• First you need to prepare your sewing machine.   
1. Attach your free motion quilting foot ( a.k.a. darning foot, 

embroidery foot) I have one with a clear end & one with a 
metal end.  Check to see if one came with your machine & if 
not, call your machine dealer to order one or see if a universal 
foot will fit.  Below are pictures of both of mine: 

 

 
 

2. Lower the feed dogs on your machine.   
3. Set the stitch length to 0.   
4. Put in a fresh needle (I use a thick 90/14 needle when 

quilting, it’s easier on the machine) 
5. Put in a full bobbin, I use the same color for the top & 

bottom, keep reading for more info.   
6. Set the thread tension.  You’ll probably want to slightly 

increase the thread tension (on my machine that means 
setting it from a 5 to a 3.5) but some machines may not 
need any tension changes.  You’ll want to play with this 



 

 

while your practicing on scrap fabric so you know what to 
set your machine at.  Your machine’s manual might also 
tell you the settings for free motion quilting.  Your thread 
tension may never be perfect, but using a light, busy 
fabric on the back of your quilt will help mask any 
imperfections until you find the best tension for your 
machine. Also use the same color thread for the top and 
bottom; this will also hide tension problems. 

7. I use Glutterman 100% polyester thread when quilting.  I 
find it disappears into the quilt much better than cotton 
thread since its much thinner.  It also doesn’t muck up my 
machine at all.   

 
• The quilting design I use mostly is a meandering (a.k.a. 

stippling) pattern.  I find it’s easiest to learn with & once you’ve 
mastered it you can try harder patterns.  You may want to start 
by drawing out the pattern on paper so your hands get the hang 
of it.   

 
 

•  If this is your 1st time doing free motion, make yourself a few 
quilt sandwiches (at least 12”) to practice on before starting 
your real quilt.   

 
• Press the pedal of your machine about ¾ of the way down 

when you’re quilting.  It takes the most practice to get the speed 
of your stitches and the speed of which you move the fabric just 
right so that your stitches aren’t too big or too small.   

 



 

 

• Below is the order in which I quilt.  I always start in the middle 
on one end, work down and up until I finish the right side, then 
flip the quilt over, roll up the side to-be-quilted and repeat.  
Quilting from Left to Right is (I think) always easiest.   

 

 
 

• Holding the quilt while quilting is still the hardest part for me.  I 
like to have my right hand holding the quilt roll while my left 
hand lays flat by the quilting foot guiding the fabric and keeping 
it flat.  It also helps if you are sewing on a large surface such as 
your kitchen table, so the weight of the quilt is supported and 
your quilt will have room.   

 
•   Most importantly, don’t forget to RELAX!!!  Remind yourself to 

relax your shoulders while you’re quilting, you’ll notice that your 
pattern always looks better and you won’t get as many sharp 
points in your quilting.  Also remember that it’s OK if you cross 
over your stitches or get a sharp point or tuck here and there, 
eventually you won’t even have to think when you’re quilting and 



 

 

until then you’re the only person who will notice those little 
mistakes anyways!   

 
• Once you’ve practiced and you have a good feel for the speed 
and pattern, start on your quilt.  Always try to start and stop on the 
batting, unless your bobbin runs out.  When your bobbin runs out, 
change it, then start a few stitches back from where it ran out and 
sew a few stitches in the same spot to secure the stitching.  You 
then can start quilting normal again, but make sure you snip the 
long strands of thread on the front or back so they don’t get caught 
in your quilting.   
 

 
 

•   One of the best quilting tools I’ve ever found is a good rubber 
palmed pair of gardening gloves (or you can buy quilting gloves).  
They work wonders when trying to grip and move the fabric around.  
If you’re having trouble holding onto your quilt or keeping the quilt flat, 
you might want to try using gloves.   

 



 

 

 
 
The quilt above shows the meandering pattern really well.  Below 

is a picture of me quilting with my gloves.  I promise they’re 
cleaner than they look.   

 

 



 

 

Making & Attaching the Binding (Hand Sewing Method) 
 

• First you’ll need to prepare your quilt.  With your rotary mat, cutter 
and ruler, line up the 2” mark on the ruler with the edges off the 
blocks & cut off the excess batting.  You will leave an exact 2” border 
around the blocks, making your quilt nice and square.  This will also 
trim off any uneven border edges after quilting, letting your binding lie 
nice and flat.   

 

 
 

• Now you’ll make the binding strip:   
1. Grab your (5) 2.5” binding strips, and cut the ends off making 

them nice and square.   
2.  Lay the end of one strip perpendicular to the end of another 

strip, right sides together & pin.   
3. Using a smaller stitch length (1.5-2) sew from corner to corner 

as shown in the picture.   
4. Trim off the excess leaving ¼” allowance & press open.   
 

(see picture below) 
 
 



 

 

 
 

• Now that your 5 strips are one big strip, iron the one long strip in half 
wrong sides together, making 2.5” strip now 1.25”. 

 

 



 

 

• Leaving a least 10” of extra binding at the beginning, start sewing the 
binding onto the FRONT of the quilt.  Use a ¼” seam allowance and 
sew the strip down with the raw edges towards the edges of the quilt.  

 
• I don’t include detailed instructions for machine finished a binding, but… if you 

want to machine stitch down your binding at the end instead of hand sewing it, 
you’ll want to first sew the binding strip down to the BACK side of the quilt.  I 
include brief machine binding instructions at the end of the binding section.   

 

 
 

• When you reach a corner: 
 

1. Stop sewing & backstitch when you reach ¼” from the edge of 
the quilt.   

2. Turn the quilt, lift straight up on your binding strip, and lay it flat 
down along the un-sewn edge.  

3. Start sewing again with a ¼” allowance from the top edge of 
the new side down, and continue sewing normally until you 
reach the next corner.   

 
(see picture below) 



 

 

 
 

• To finish machine sewing the binding:  
1. Stop about 10” from your starting point, again leaving a long tail at 

the end.   
2. Fold the start and ending pieces to the middle of the un-sewn 

space until they meet.  Pin & Press well to crease.  
3. Un-pin and unfold the binding pieces, match up the pressed 

creases right sides together and sew a straight line along the 
creases to join the strips.  Cut off the excess leaving ¼” and press 
open.   

4. Re-fold & press binding strip down.  Continue sewing where you 
stopped until you reach the starting point.   

 



 

 

 
 

• Now its time to hand stitch the binding to the back of the quilt.  Hand 
stitching takes more time, but doesn’t show any stitches on the front 
of the quilt and gives it a more polished look.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

• Attach the binding to the front 
 

1. Pin the binding to the front, just covering your stitch line.  
2. With a needle & matching thread that’s been knotted at the end, 

blind stitch along the edges.  I put a stitch every 1/8” to 1/4”.   
3. When you reach a corner, pin both edges, then fold the edges in 

until you get a nice mitered corner.  Pin & hand sew it down.   
4. When you reach the end of your thread, knot it underneath the  

binding to hide it and start a new thread.   
 

 
 
 

 



 

 

 
If you’d like to machine attach your binding instead of hand sewing it, here are 

some brief instructions:  
 

Machine attaching the binding: 
 

• Prepare the binding strip the same way as above.   
 
• Sew the binding strip to the BACK of the quilt instead of the 

front.  Do everything else the same.   
 
• Use a walking foot if you have one for your machine.   
 
• When you’re ready to sew the binding strip down to the front, 

barely cover the stitch line with your binding and sew down right 
along the edge.  Sewing the binding down to the front ensures 
that you get a perfect stitch line on the front of your quilt.  

 
• You may find it hard to keep the stitches from going on and off 

the binding strip on the back of the quilt, by stitching inside the 
seam allowance on the front of the quilt; you will also catch the 
binding on the back of the quilt.   

 
• Finish sewing the binding and corners exactly like above 

instructions.   
 

 



 

 

 
Congratulations, you’re done!!! 

 

 
 
 

Quilt Care:  
• You can machine wash & dry your quilt if you like the “crinkly” quilt 

look that all quilts get over time due to the batting shrinking.  You 
can expect your quilt to shrink 1-3”.   

 
• If you don’t want your quilt to shrink up, wash it in cold water and lay 

it flat to dry.  You can also pre-soak your batting to prevent 
shrinkage, but after trying both ways I didn’t notice that much of a 
difference and there was still shrinkage.   

 



 

 

 
Toddler Bed Sizing:  
 
For a toddler/crib sized mattress that is the standard 28” x 52”, you’ll 

want a quilt that is about 48” x 55” after shrinkage.  The following 
pattern is for a finished (before washing) quilt of 50”x 60”.   

 
To modify the above pattern, we are adding one more row of blocks 
to the side and bottom, so the quilt will be 4 blocks across & 5 blocks 
down.  Instead of 12 blocks, you’ll make 20.  The other change is the 

two side borders on this quilt are 3.5 instead of 2.5, to add extra 
width.  

 
        Fabric Requirements:  

• For center squares: 1/2 yard or (20) 4’’ squares of 
coordinating prints.  

• For inner borders: ¾ yard or (20) strips of coordinating 
fabrics 1.75” x 21”.  (You can cut 2 inner borders from one 
strip that is the length of the fabric - 45”) 

• For outer borders: 1 1/8” yard or (20) strips of 
coordinating fabrics 2.75” x 35”.   

• Sashing fabric: 1 yard total 
• Batting: 1 ½ yards of the LARGE roll ( 54” x 64” piece) 
• Backing: 2 1/2 yards  (you’ll have to piece the backing) 
• Binding: 1/2 yard  
 

Cutting out your fabric:  
 
• Sashing fabric:  

          - cut (15) 2” x 10.5” strips 
          - cut (5) 2” strips the length of the fabric (45”). 
          - cut (3) 2.5” strips the length of the fabric (45”) for the top &                 

  bottom border     
 - cut (3) 3.5”  strips the length of the fabric for the side              

  borders.   
   

• Binding:  Cut (6) 2.5” strips the length of the fabric.  
 

 



 

 

 
Sewing the toddler sized quilt 
 
• Sew the blocks & quilt top together in the same way as   

 instructed above, except:   
 
- sew 4 blocks together for each row instead of 3 
- you may need to make your horizontal sashing strips longer by 

sewing an extra few inches to each one.   
- Sew the 3.5” sashing strips to each side border.  
- You’ll also need to make the top and bottom 2.5” borders longer by 

sewing half of the extra strip you cut to each one.   
 
 
 

Resources 
 
 There are some great online resources and blogs that I highly 

recommend if you are getting started sewing.  Many of them have great 
tutorials on their sidebars for learning to free motion quilt or bindings, 
etc.  Here are some of my favorite, if you need extra help and 
inspiration!   

 
- crazymomquilts.blogspot.com 
- www.thepurlbee.com 
- thequiltingdiaries.blogspot.com 
- www.ohfransson.com 
- www.filminthefrige.com 
- www.handmadebyalissa.com 
- http://www.camilleroskelley.typepad.com/ 
- aquiltisnice.blogspot.com 
- sometimescrafter.blogspot.com 
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